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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, ship’s energy efficiency plays a key function in reducing fuel consumption and safety of the maritime environment.
EEOI is an energy efficiency monitoring indicator for existing ships. This research aimed to enhance the container ships'
energy efficiency and environmental sustainability by speed management during ship operation. Speed management strategy as
an energy efficiency improving measure, could make more sense while applied on container ships due to the higher speeds of
this ship type. This paper also outlines the calculation procedures for ship-based GHG emissions. In this paper, a 700 TEU
container ship has been selected as a test case. Actual statistical operational data of the candidate vessel have been reviewed for
three consecutive years and specifically analyzed to examine the impact of reduced speed on EEOI, consequently on ship’s
emissions, and fuel consumption. This study showed enthusiastic outcomes relating to emissions reduction and EEOI
improving as well.
Keywords: Energy Efficiency, EEOI, Speed Management, Fuel Consumption, GHG Emissions.
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Abbreviations and Symbols
GHG
EEDI
EEOI
IMO
MBM
MEPC
TEU
CF
CFj
CO2
D
EME
EDG
FC
FCij
ΗDG
ΗME

Green House Gas
Energy Efficiency Design Index;
Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator;
International Maritime Organization;
Market Based Measure;
Marine
Environment
Protection
Committee;
Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit;
CO2 conversion factor;
The fuel mass to CO2 mass conversion
factor for fuel j;
Carbon dioxide;
Distance in nautical miles corresponding
to the cargo carried or work done;
The certified NOX emissions per KWh for
given RPM for main engine;
The certified NOX emissions per KWh for
given power for diesel generator;
Fuel consumption;
The mass of consumed fuel j at voyage i;
The diesel generators’ operating hours;
The main engine’s operating hours;

Sj
SOX

The voyage number;
The fuel type;
Cargo carried (tons);
Nitrogen oxides;
The diesel generators’ average power;
The main engine’s power for average
RPM during the voyage;
The average sulfur content of each fuel
consumed in percentage;
Sulfur oxides.

1. INTRODUCTION
The international shipping is a major contributing source
of both GHGs and non-GHGs through its emitting exhaust
gases. The final report of the 4th IMO greenhouse gas (GHG)
study is released by the International Maritime Organization
(IMO). Prepared by a global network of CE Delft-led
organizations, including ICCT researchers, the study found
that overall maritime GHG emissions increased by about 10
percent between 2012 and 2018 [1, 2].
The maritime shipping is at a cross-road continuously. In
April 2018, IMO through the 72nd session of the Marine
Environment Protection Committee decided to implement a
preliminary strategy to reduce marine greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions [3]. This action is considered as one of the
most recent developments in the field of sustainable
shipping. This also sets the mood for what could arise next.
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This strategy is in resolution MEPC304(72), and
covering the following items, amongst many others: (a) Its
vision, (b) ambition levels, (c) guidelines, (d) a list of
timelines for the short, medium and long term candidates'
actions, and (e) many diverse items, including the follow-up
acts and others.
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As for the extent of ambition, it has been highlighted two
key goals:

with the amendments to MARPOL Annex VI concerning the
information gathering framework for ships fuel oil
consumption, implemented by resolution MEPC.278(70),
which came into force on 1 March2018 [8].

(i) To curb global shipping emissions as soon as possible
in order to minimize the overall GHG annual
emissions 50 percent until 2050 relative to 2008.
(ii) To limit CO2 emissions for each transport work by
about 40 percent by 2030 on average, promoting
effort in order to reach 70 percent by 2050 relative to
2008.

2. STATE OF THE ART
Some previous literatures have been considered to use
ship’s speed to manage engines’ fuel consumption and
emitting exhaust gases from ships. Corbett et al. (2009)
studied the efficiency and effect of speed reduction on
worldwide shipping emissions [9]. Lindstad et al. (2011)
explored the ability to minimize ship’s CO2, GHGs and
shipping costs while operating at reduced ship speeds [10].
Smith (2012) analyzed the effects and sensitivity of shipping
speed and energy efficiency upon the gain of the ships’
owners and the consequences for shipping's carbon
emissions management [11]. Chang et al. (2013) addressed
ship energy conservation for seagoing dry bulk carriers to
evaluate ships' emissions when navigate with economical
speed and then by-ships speeds reduction of 10 %, 20% and
30% [12].

Amongst some of the candidate short-term measures are
the ones to be decided and agreed over the period 20182023. One can consider and analyze the use of speed
optimization and speed reduction as a measure, having
regard to safety concerns, round trip distance and market
distortion. Then such a measure would not impair the
capability of shipping to reach remote regions of the world.
Rational basis for such measure is very clear and simple.
Based on the non-linear relationship among both ship
speed and the consumed fuel (and therefore GHG ships’
emissions, and so on), ship speed reduction seems to be a
very promising solution. Thus, "ship speed reduction" comes
more naturally as such an apparent candidate GHG
emissions-reduction measure. Actually, it's not that easy.
Some countries in Latin America (and most particularly
Chile and Peru) opposed to using the expression "speed
reduction" throughout the discussion at the IMO prior to
MEPC 72. Consequently, although regulations that suggest
compulsory speed limits with in the eyes of such countries
(Chile and Peru), those limits are called "speed reduction"
(and sometimes "slow steaming").

Also, Woo et al. (2014) analyzed the role of slow
steaming on liner shipping’s environmental efficiency and
performance in terms of ship service speed, CO2 emissions
and loop operating expenses [13]. Chang et al. (2014) also
carefully analyzed and evaluated the influence of speed,
which would minimize ships operation expenses and reduce
the environmental impact of shipping [14]. Wider range of
operational speeds has been captured and had a trend
towards low speed (slow steaming). Johnson and Styhre had
suggested lowering ship speed at sea by minimizing the
harbors’ unproductive waiting times (Johnson and Styhre,
2015). This is one of the ways in which ships’ energy
efficiency can be increased by reducing engine speed [15].

In a more literal way, ship speed reduction can be
considered as (a) the voluntary option for any ship operator
as a consequence of weakened trading conditions and / or
the rising cost of fuel oil, or (b) The influence of certain
other non-prescriptive measures, like the imposition on
bunker charges [4]. These charges are protected by Market
Based Measures (MBMs). MBMs were addressed at IMO
over the period 2010-2013. However, this debate was halted
for purely political concerns in 2013. See Psaraftis for a
review of the debate [5, 6]. During April and May of 2019,
meeting of the fifth Intersessional Working Group on
Reduction of Ships' GHG emissions (5th ISWG-GHG) and
MEPC74 addressed the 14 approach methods for the
reduction of GHG & their Schedule. The 5th meeting of
ISWG-GHG set 14 approach methods and timeline frame
for the introduction of the short-term actions in 2023.
Approaching method No. 5 was entitled as: Develop a speed
optimization and speed reduction mechanism [1].

3. ENERGY EFFICIENCY SPEED
DEPENDENCY
Operation of ships at lower speeds decreases their demand
for power and therefore their fuel consumption. As a general
guideline, a third-power feature relates power requirement to
ship speed. This explains that a reduction in speed of 10
percent results in a reduction in shaft power requirements of
about 27 percent. However, a ship navigating 10 percent
slower will require around 11 percent additional time to
cover the same cruising range. Considering this, a new
thumb rule could be introduced claiming that there is a
quadratic relationship between ship speed and the consumed
fuel. Thus, a 10 percent reduction in ship speed will result in
a 19 percent decrease in the consumed fuel [16].

It is now crystal clear, “Speed reduction has a beneficial
role to play in reducing both ship resistance [7] and the
emitted GHG, thereby improving ship’s energy efficiency”.
This paper aims to asses and emphasizes the benefits of
speed reduction throughout an application of this strategy on
actual existing vessel with available ship energy efficiency
management plan (SEEMP) data regulated incompliance

Slow steaming may be described as trading voluntarily at
a slower rate than the design speed of a vessel. Usually, this
is seen in times of sluggish market conditions and/or high
fuel costs. In times of depressed market conditions slow
steaming can be supported by the fact that whatever fleet
overcapacity existed was practically absorbed. In October
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2013, the total capacity of container vessels absorbed as a
result of the longer round trip time for huge scale services
reached TEU 1.27 million, based on estimates given by
Alphaliner [17]. In 2016, UNCTAD [18] reported an
ongoing sluggish demand threatened by a rapid massive
worldwide growth of container supply, calculated at 8
percent in 2015 - its highest rate since 2010.

container ships or passenger ships by cargo carried (tons)
and the work performed.

5. SHIP EMISSION INDEX
CALCULATIONS AND REPORTING
The purpose of this section is to outline the calculation of
ships emissions (CO2, SO2 and NOX) and review the
guidance methodology of reporting these emissions to ship’s
administrations as per amendments to MARPOL Annex VI,
Regulation 22A regarding a data collection scheme for ships'
fuel oil consumption which was already implemented at
MEPC70 on 28 October 2016 and took effect on 1 March
2018 (IMO Resolution MEPC.278(70)) [8].

Nader R. Ammar [19], studied the cost-effectiveness and
improvement Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) for
RO-RO cargo vessel by slow steaming and showed
reduction of ship speed by 10% and 40% will reduce CO 2
emission by 27.05% and 78.39% with cost-effectiveness of
121.2 $/ton CO2 and 287.6 $/ton CO2
In the early of 2018, Maersk and MSC, the owners of the
largest container carriers, decided to further slowdown ships'
speed to save expenses, with certain speeds as low as 13
knots [20]. Slow steaming is not only applied throughout the
container market, however because of the higher speeds for
such ships type it might seem to work much better there.
Therefore, for every market slow steaming is registered. On
a broad scale, and referring to the 3rd IMO's GHG report, the
decline in worldwide CO2 shipping emissions from 885
million tons in 2007 to 796 million tons in 2012 is mostly
related to slow steaming owing to the shipping markets'
extreme slump after 2008 [21].

5.1. CO2 emission index
CO2 index (identified lately as Energy Efficiency
Operational Indicator) is described as the ships' CO2
efficiency with respect to the amount of emitted CO2 for
each unit transport work as per Eq. (1). FC is the consumed
fuel oil at sea as well as in port or for a round trip or period
concerned by both main engines and auxiliaries, including
boilers and combustion incinerators. Simply CO2 mass is
announced relevant to FC by a conversion factors published
by IMO. CF is a dimensionless conversion factor between
both the consumed fuel and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.
It can also be measured in g based on carbon content. CF is
tabulated as follows, see Table 1.

4. CALCULATION OF EEOI

Table 1: Fuel mass to CO2 mass conversion factors (CF)
(IMO, MEPC.1/Circ.684, 2009)

EEOI is an operational measure adopted by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO) pursuant to
MARPOL73/78, specifically Annex VI for the prevention of
air pollution from ships. EEOI is the most widely used
measure to assess ships' energy efficiency for every round
trip, a year or a particular period of operations. As set out in
MEPC.1 / Circ. 684, the standard equation for EEOI may be
used to calculate EEOI for a given period [9, 22].
𝐸𝐸𝑂𝐼 =

∑𝑗 𝐹𝐶𝑗 . 𝐶𝐹𝑗
𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜 . 𝐷

(1)

Table 2: CO2 indicator reporting sheet (IMO,
MEPC.1/Circ.684, 2009)

In which the indicator is accessed on average for a period
or for a number of round trips, the indicator may also be
expressed as:
∑𝑖 ∑𝑗 𝐹𝐶𝑖𝑗 . 𝐶𝐹𝑗
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐸𝐸𝑂𝐼 =
(2)
∑𝑖 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜,𝑖 . 𝐷𝑖
Where, i is the voyage number, j is the fuel type, FCij is
the mass of the consumed fuel oil j at a certain voyage i, CFj
is the ratio between the fuel mass and CO2 mass conversion
factor for fuel j, mcargo is the transported cargoes (tons) or
work done (TEU or passengers) or gross tons for ships
carrying passengers and D is the distance in nautical miles
corresponding to the cargo carried or the performed work.

Data on the consumed fuel oil / transported cargoes and
distance travelled in a continuous sailing pattern could be
gathered for a voyage or period of time, for example a day,
as shown in the report sheet, see Table 2.

5.2. Ship’s SOX intensity (SOXI)

EEOI is based entirely upon the ratio between the mass of
the emitted CO2 and the unit of transport work. For a vessel,
the detailed operational data is crucial to determining the
EEOI value. EEOI unit will be calculated in the case of

SOX intensity is described as the amount of SOX that the
vessel produces when transporting one tone of weight per
unit of distance travelled. The primary selected data sources
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may be the log-book for the ship (log-book for bridge, logbook for engine, bunker delivery note and many other
official documents). Shipping data collection encompasses
distance travelled (nautical miles), consumed fuel in metric
tons and its sulfur content (%), transported cargoes (metric
tons) and the distance in nautical miles corresponding to the
cargo carried. For a voyage, SOX may be outlined as follows
[23]:
𝑆𝑂𝑋 𝐼 = 106 .

∑𝑖 ∑𝑗 𝐹𝐶𝑗 . 𝑆𝑗
∑𝑖 ( 𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜 . 𝐷)

( 3)
Figure 1: M/V SERRANO 700 TEU, 8350 DWT

Where, Sj is the average sulfur content of each fuel
consumed in percentage.

Table 3: Specification parameters of M/V SERRANO
Category

5.3. Ship’s NOX intensity (NOXI)

Parameters

Name

NOX intensity is described as the amount of NOX that the
vessel produces when transporting one tone of weight per
unit of distance travelled. The primary selected data sources
may be the log-book for the ship (log-book for bridge, logbook for engine, log-book for deck, technical file for engine
and many other official documents).

SERRANO

IMO No.

9167083

Type

Shipping data collection encompasses distance travelled
(nautical miles), consumed fuel (metric tons), transported
cargoes (metric tons), operating time of both the main
engines and diesel generators (hours), the average power of
both the main engine and diesel generator (kW) and main
engine and diesel generators certified NOX emissions for
corresponding power / rpm. For a voyage, NOX may be
outlined as [23]:

Container Ship

Deadweight

8,350 tons

GRT/NRT

6,393/3,278

Speed Recorded
(Max/Average)
Length x Breadth x Depth

14/12.5 knots
125.54 x 19.40 x 9.45 m

Type/Model/Power of Main
Engine

Wartisila 9138 - 5940
kw@ 600 rpm

M/E Fuel oil type
Type/ Model/Power of Aux.
Engine

∑𝑖 (𝐻𝑀𝐸 . 𝑃𝑀𝐸 . 𝐸𝑀𝐸 ) + ∑𝑗 (𝐻𝐷𝐺𝑗 . 𝑃𝐷𝐺𝑗 . 𝐸𝐷𝐺𝑗 )
𝑁𝑂𝑋 𝐼 = 10 .
(4)
∑𝑖 (𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑜 . 𝐷)
6

HFO 180 CST
2x Caterpillar3406-345
Kw@1800 rpm

6.1. Calculations of EEOI

Where, ΗME is the operating times of the main engine in
hours, ΗDG is the operating times of diesel generators in
hours, PME is the power of main engine for average RPM
during the voyage, PDG is the diesel generators’ average
power, EME is the certified NOX emissions per kWh for
given RPM for main engine and EDG is the certified NOX
emissions per kWh for given power for marine diesel
generator.

Within the study case, the candidate ship is subjected to
calculations and analysis of EEOI during three consecutive
years; 2017, 2018, and 2019 of normal operation. These data
have been extracted from vessel SEEMP Part II for those
consecutive years as guided in (MEPC.1/Circ.684, 2009).

6. CASE STUDY
M/V SERRANO is a 700 TEU 8350 DWT container ship
selected as a target ship for this study in order to assess the
outcomes of speed management and its role in improving
EEOI. Fig. 1 and Table 3 describe the general arrangements
and specification parameters of the selected ship “M/V
SERRANO”.

Figure 2: M/V SERRANO 700 TEU, 8350 DWT
calculated EEOI
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Monthly average EEOI have been calculated as per Eq. 2
and plotted in Fig. 2 which shows EEOI of each month of
the whole three years. Data of January, 2017 didn’t consider
in this analysis due to vessel off hire/ out of service due to
scheduled dry docking.

6.2. Speed management effect on EEOI
Throughout Fig. 2, EEOI is different at each month. The
value of EEOI depends upon on evaluation of cargo carried
out or work performed, e.g. tons of CO2/(tons . nautical
miles), tons CO2/(TEU. nautical miles) or tons CO2.
Among these parameters is vessel speed, in this study
vessel recorded speed profile varies from 12to 14.5 kn.
Considering that vessel average minimum, maximum speeds
are these speeds, this wide range of speed profile have been
captured and reassessed toward speed lowering strategy for
the purpose of studying the effect of speed management on
EEOI.

Figure 4: Summarized NOX emissions

Four main speeds have been selected for this ship with
reference to its speed profile, 12, 13, 13.5, and 14.5 knots.
These speeds are equivalent to reductions of 0%, 7%, 10%,
and 17% considering that 14.5 knots is the maximum
average vessel speed.
Reassessment of EEOI granted by filtering voyages of the
selected ship speeds and calculation of the average EEOI for
these speeds for of each year are carried out. The overview
of data comparison is concluded in Fig. 3 which shows the
effectiveness of speed lowering that caused EEOI
improvement by 35.6% while ship service speed reduced by
17%.

Figure 5: Overview of NOX emission comparison for
reduced speed

6.4. Sulfur cap 2020 and comparable study of
SOXI emissions
A new global limit on sulfur content in marine fuels called
“IMO 2020” took effect by IMO on 1 January 2020. The
new regulation stipulates global maximum sulfur content in
marine fuels of 0.5% (from 3.50%). Therefore, for all ships
operating outside certain designated emission control areas
(ECA), where the limit is 0.10 % already, the reduced limit
is compulsory (Regulation 14 of MARPOL Annex VI) with
effect from 1st January 2020, has been adopted at the 70th
session of MEPC on 28th October 2016 via Resolution
MEPC.280(70) [8].

Figure 3: Overview of EEOI data comparison for
reduced speed

In this section statistical analysis has been carried out for
the three consecutive years of operation of the test case and
shown in Fig. 6. The effect of speed reduction also studied;
Fig. 7 shows a reduction of 21.7 % for SOXI at the selected
speed profile with a reduction factor of 17% at 12 knots. Fig.
8 describes a comparison study for the implementation of
“IMO 2020” regulation for limiting sulfur content of ship’s
fuel oil to 0.50%. This study emphasizes and achieved a
gain of 67.6 % reduction in SOXI while complying with
previously mentioned regulation and the use of Low Sulfur
Fuel Oil (LSFO) instead of High Sulfur Fuel Oil (HSFO).

6.3. Analysis of NOXI emissions
By implementing the same scenario of data analysis for
NOXI emissions, Fig. 4 summaries the result of the three
years of operation and Fig. 5 points up the effect of speed
reduction on NOXI emissions, showing a reduction
approaching 41.5% at 17% speed reduction.
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The main conclusion drawn from the result of the study is
the beneficial reduction of GHG emission indexes and
improved CO2 footprint addressed by lowered EEOI while
vessel operated at reduced speeds. It would also be worth
exploring the applicability of operational measures for
optimizing the energy efficiency to a real case with actual
operating data for the purpose of validation and evaluation.
CO2, SOX, and NOX emissions are considered as the main
components of ship’s emissions. The subject container
ship has been examined according the strategy of reduced /
managed speed. The calculation outcomes indicated
significant reduction of SOX and NOX up to 21.7 %, and
41.5% respectively while vessel speed reduced by 17%. The
vessel EEOI improved by 35.6% at the same speed profile.
Moreover, the practical application of Turning to (IMO
2020) global sulfur cap issued by IMO (MEPC.1/Circ.878)
showed a reduction of 67.6 % in SOXI for the candidate test
case.

Figure 6: Summarized SOXI emissions

The goal of this article is identified that a minor to moderate
reduction of container ship speed is an effective issue. It
brings the benefit to marine environment with lower GHG,
and to ship’s owners with ensured economic operation as a
result of lowered fuel consumption.
Finally, this research shared a real ship fuel oil
consumption data and reflects a valuable gain for its
operational profile by only speed management. Possible
extensions of these studies for different categories of vessels
types and different operational profiles may be continue and
begin a rational for ship’s owners/managers for economic
operation of their ships.

Figure 7: Overview of SOXI emission comparison for
reduced speed
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